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In january 2021, International Decoration will be there. This 12th edition
will express a salutary renewal. Our Deconews is a way of maintaining
this precious link between us. Nice reading with these houses already
listed ...
… and see you soon!
The botanical garden is a magical place, with a sea
of exotic plants and historic greenhouses whose
windows allow in the scattered light. As if looking
into a snow globe, you embark upon a journey
through miniature, manicured versions of alluring
deserts, magnificent primeval forests and mysterious steppes, passing through several eras of landscape gardening with numerous stylistic elements
drawn from foreign cultures.
Here and there, you might discover exotic butterflies and the colourful plumage of birds in the
multi-layered interplay of lush green tones. And
while the senses are engaged, trails of discovery
provide the stranger with some comforting structure. The garden becomes a place of inner peace,
bringing order and balance to the wildness of nature. In parks dotted with whimsical pavilions and
grandiose greenhouses from the turn of the century, you embark on a romantic journey through
time and escape everyday life for a while in hedge
mazes and cloistered walkways.
The BOTANICAL GARDEN collection by
Zimmer + Rohde is dedicated to this interplay between stimulation and relaxation, thinking
and feeling, wildness and order.

The Indoors and Outdoors break free
from limitations to give way to terraces
that show off the elegance of their
materials all the way to the floor, weaving
a natural link between inside and
outside.
Codimat Collection affirms this
chic new sunlit lifestyle with three
collections of rugs woven with natural
fibres.

In January 2021, the International Decoration Fair will be
ready to roll. This 12th edition will represent a new and
healthy comeback. Our Déconews is one way for us to
maintain our valuable bond with you. We hope you enjoy
reading this instalment, which includes the brands that
have already signed up, and we’ll see you soon…
thesign presented their new collection at Paris Déco Off
in January to resounding success. The collection draws
from nature, an archive of shapes and colors that never
ends. It's a journey from a bamboo forest to the volcanic
shores of the Arctic Circle. Along the way we encounter
predators of the savanna to the color drenched plumages
of the jungle. This collection captures the wonder that nature instills in our souls, from a commanding landscape to
the water droplet on a single leaf.A selection of 14 new fabrics, comprising 150 colorways in total. Building from basics of cotton velvets and corduroys, dense wool wovens,
to chenilles. Moving into textures of herringbone weaves,
hand-woven looks, and animal hides. Topping off with signature patterns of bird feathers, metallic monsteras, and
a sublime burnout silk velvet. The hallmark of luxury is
quality and choice, this collection does not disappoint.
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